The ASL360 Surround View Camera System improves visibility by providing a 360° view around a vehicle. Its incorporation of specialised signal processing means it differs from other such cameras which suffer from fisheye distortion making their imagery unusable.
ASL360SV is a SURROUND VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM designed as an aid to Driver/Operators of Buses and Coaches to reduce such blind spot and visibility issues.

It can help maintain operational efficiency targets and reduce insurance and compensation claims, whilst minimising downtime of vehicles.

All vehicles have inherent visibility issues due to the placement of the driver. These issues are compounded for buses and coaches, due to their size, resulting in the classic HAZARDS of:

- Left turn accidents crushing cyclists or pedestrians
- Accidents whilst manoeuvring in tight spaces
- Pedestrian collisions and manoeuvring issues limited visibility at junctions or beside parked vehicles
- Passengers or objects trapped by closing doors

Why choose ASL360?
Building on systems delivered to the automotive OEM marketplace, ASL360 is a very flexible system that can be tailored easily to the requirements of different vehicles and operators.
It provides a single consolidated view to assess quickly the vicinity and dangers around the vehicle in a way that no mirror arrangement can. If you want to ensure you are doing everything you can for collision avoidance and safety then the ASL360 is the only choice.